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Prisoner Learning Alliance 
Summary of Fourth Meeting 

9th July 2013 
 

Attendees were welcomed by Alexandra Marks (PET) and given hard copies of the agenda 

and papers. 

PLA work planning (1) 

Nina (Head of Policy – PET) gave a brief summary of the findings from the three work areas 

so far, including the three expert Roundtable events which consulted with over 50 experts 

from the wider prison learning community. The Roundtables have strengthened our 

direction of travel,  shown evidence of wider consensus and enriched the content, 

including giving us examples of good practice.   

PLA work planning (2) 

Feedback from small discussion groups about next steps to progress the work plan. 

Who else should we consult with? 

 Named individuals at MoJ and NOMS 

 Cluster lead Governors 

 Cluster lead Heads of Learning and Skills. 

 Prison Governors Association.  

 Police and Crime Commissioners. 

 Department of Health. 

 The public  

 Employers  

 More prisoners, especially those potentially excluded by current approach 

 Select Committee on Education – those who were involved in 2005/6 prison 

education report. 

 Prison-based teachers and practitioners - build on UCU research.  

 National Careers Service. 

 OLASS providers through the Association of Colleges. 

 Employers Forum for Reducing Reoffending.  

 More Work Programme providers. 
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What should the final report and launch event look like and aim to achieve? 

 We need to think about what are we trying to do with the end document and who 

is it for? 

 Report should be a toolkit format – less easy to file away and people will have to 

do something 

 Not a thick report, accessible, easy to read/use. 

 Displays/publicising it.  

 Film 

 Needs to be soundly based – evidence and examples of real-life best practice.  

 Host a conference as platform for taking work forward 

How can we make our vision a reality? 

 Align with government thinking about ‘transforming rehabilitation’ / reducing 

reoffending 

 Link learning journey to ‘through the gate’ part of Transforming Rehabilitation 

agenda.  

 Working Prisons agenda: we need to work with it rather than against it by getting 

learning into the work opportunities in prisons. There does not have to be a fight 

between work or education.  

 Soft skills agenda – fitting in with desistence and employability. Getting employers 

on board around soft skills.   

 Looking at how the estate is organised in terms of clusters and areas. 

 Show how our vision will help lead to good outcomes and inspections.  

 Job descriptions that include learning /personal development for prisoners. 

 Prison pay policy will be instrumental in whole-prison approach.  

 The more departments in a prison contributing to desistence / learning will = 

better outcomes 

 Show how our vision helps prions to ‘sweat limited resourses’ by extracting best 

value from every area.    

 Link to the Equlity Act (2010) / equality impact legislation.  

An editorial Committee made up of several PLA members was established to assist PET 

with next steps.   

Learner Voice  

A woman ex-prisoner attended the PLA to share her experiences of learning in prison and 

since release.  Nina read out an extract from the learner’s first letter to PET.  

“I just want to keep bettering myself so I can live a life free from drugs and crime.  

That’s why I need your help.  That’s why I need your help.  I need this chance to better 

myself and move forward with my life.  I’m grabbing this with both hands and going for 

it.  I’ve got a beautiful ten year old son who lives with my mother and father but due to 

my active addition he lost me.  I know without working on myself, and bettering myself 

and working on my recovery daily I can’t be that mother he needs and wants.  I need to 

keep pushing forth to achieve my goals”.    
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“I knew that something needed to change. A lot of my offending was to pay for things for 

my son and also my drug addiction. I wanted to do something positive with my sentence. I 

applied to the RAPT programme and eventually became a peer supporter with RAPT”.  

“When I wrote the letter to Prisoners Education Trust to fund a counselling skills course I 

didn’t have high hopes. I was so happy when I got funding and was able to do the course.  

Unfortuantely my file got lost as there was a snow in, so I couldn’t complete it”. 

“I didn’t have a lot of education, I got bullied at school.  Sometimes when I didn’t want to 

come out of my cell teachers would come to her door. It meant a lot, it gave me the 

confidence and drive to go on. I didn’t have a bad upbringing, I had very loving parents, 

but I was always fearful of education – I got bullied when teachers asked to me to read out 

in class and I was always singled out by the teacher and my classmates would launch at 

me”.  

“It was the combination of the RAPT programme, along with Education within prison, 

taking part in a Pimlico Opera and the support from PET that helped me move forward. I 

did a lot of it off my own back, I went to the offender manager with ideas”.  

“I’d been out of prison 3 weeks when someone asked me to come and work with them 

setting up a youth project  with probation, which helps young people breaking the cycle 

out of criminality and addiction. I go into schools and run workshops about addiction, 

criminality and gangs (I used to be in a gang). I even work with the police, I never thought 

I’d say that!  I have even been given an award by the Mayor for my Volunteering”. 

“All the work I am doing is voluntary.  I do the same amount of work as my boss but I don’t 

have the qualifications he has. I want a paid job so I’m going to college”.  

“Education has brought me and my son closer together. My son’s doing very well by 

getting all A’s and B’s at school. We sit together and do our homework side by side and 

support each other.  I use a laptop kindly funded by PET”.   

“I need to pay the bills and provide for my son. This is my fourth week without benefits – 

they’ve taken me off benefits saying I’m fit for work. I find it hard to walk due to injuries 

caused by my violent ex-partner.  I do want to work, but it is hard to disclose a 99 year 

life sentence to an employer. No-one’s told me how to go about this. Probation is not 

helping me and the Job Centre gave me two days to put together a CV without any help”.   

“With my conviction it is better I work for my NVQ level 3 and get a job doing what I am 

doing now in my volunteering, but the Job Centre tell me they are not interested in my 

studies or volunteering and I have to go online everyday to look for work at their offices or 

the library, but I can’t afford to get there as my benefits have been cut.   I’m having to 

borrow money from family and get in debt”.  

Statutory update from NOMS/MOJ/BIS 

Virtual Campus  

First board meeting was in April – just had a second one. They are drafting a strategy – will 

be published soon.  
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Most of the installations have taken place so now it’s about getting better content and 

accessibility. Doing a lot of work with the OU – working with their walled garden.  

NOMS looking at possibility for peer VC guardian pilot at an open prison. 

VC focus is currently on ETE but also looking at putting health related materials onto it.  

Query last time re: CSCS card. Unfortunately despite best efforts they won’t accept paper 

version.  

Query on Thameside and incell project – colleague has visited and very positive feedback – 

good peer mentoring taking place there.  Not sure when evaluation will be published; this 

is being led locally. 

Learning Disabilities  

Encouraged by what they are hearing as to the use of ringfenced money – good work 

amongst OLASS providers.  

NOMS working to develop a screening tool for use within Resettlement Prisons, so that the 

through the gate provider can signpost them to relevant services. Have piloted some LDLD 

programmes. Query about the CASCADE foundation.  Not currently accredited but they are 

looking to work with The Manchester College and get it accredited. 

Distance Learning  

NOMS helping with troubleshooting. Encouraging the uptake of DL.   

Arts 

Working closely with Arts Alliance. Possibility of a joint conference. Comparison of OLASS 

3 and OLASS 4 data being done by Arts Alliance.  

Access for volunteers 

On issue about enabling access for volunteers –has been flagged with relevant officials who 

are looking at it. 

Libraries  

Regarding barriers to delivering the informal learning in libraries – just revised the PSI 

regarding libraries.  Will be taking a much more localised approached in the future. No 

one size fits all – all prison libraries have different requirements. Governors can now 

rearrange their budgets – more flexibility – NOMS asking them to be creative. It is tough 

but they are still delivering some good initiatives. In the South West they are being asked 

to support Distance Learning.  

Self- employment / Work Programme 

Tools from Business Link went onto VC in May. No idea of levels of usage. Queries and 

questions around the Work Programme; Yes ex-prisoners not able to access the new 

Enterprise grant, but the Work Programme is expected to support them. The Wales 
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Programme, prisoner cannot access while on Work Programme at it is an ESF funded 

project. 

Questions / News 

 Mentoring and befriending link has gone live on VC so prisoners can access a 

mentor before release.  

 Lambeth Mencap looking at delivering a pilot in Wandworth, Brixton, Highdown. 

 Problems with access to the VC raised.  NOMS said conversations being had with 

OLASS providers. VC is still new – had to focus a lot of resourcing on getting it 

installed. Now they can get the focus on enabling and content. .  

 Work with OU to get distance learning materials on the VC via a ‘walled garden’ 

will be a test bed for other DL providers.  NOMS are looking at increasing prisoners 

access to mainstream learning resources via VC.  

 Functional skills exams; teachers reporting that as exams are at set periods 

prisoners getting transferred out before the exam. A: It is up to the Awarding 

bodies – if they’re not meeting the needs of the OLASS providers then they need to 

change. 

Justice Data Lab – Nicola Abrams, MoJ  

Detailed guidance: http://www.justice.gov.uk/justice-data-lab 

Seeing a lower level of applications than expected – first year is free of charge.  Looking 

to increase take up.     

Only looking at reconviction data at the moment but would like to expand in the future. 

If you apply then they ask that when you get the report you publish it on your website and 

MOJ can publish it on their website. 

They include view on statistical significance within the report analysis of the data. 

BIS has been encouraging its grant making organisations to undertake the Data Lab. 

 

http://www.justice.gov.uk/justice-data-lab

